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Value Education Session

Care for Animals

Ms. Bhavika Ahuja (RDPS Facutty)

R.D.P.S

G.L.H

24.08.20t7 (40 minutes)

rr (A-E)

Students' Workshop

OBJECTIVES:

o To undg,rstand why we need to take care of animals

a

a

To inculcate the value of caring for animals.
To make the students realize the importance of all living beings.
To enable thilm to understand the ways in which we can be kind to the animals around us.

DESCRIPTION:

"Until one has loved an animal, a paft of one's soul remains unawakened.,,
we share our earth with a variety of organisms, animals being one of the prominent paft of our
mother nature' our Earth ensures that each organism is related and dependent to one another.
Even if many of us agree the fact that we should be very kind to the animals we share our Earth
wt'th, we cannot ignore the news of harmful actions carried against animals now and then. To
discuss and combat such'actions a value education session was organized on'.care forAnimals,, for
,''tudents' The purpose of the session was to make students aware and responsive about their
actions for the animats around. Through the session the students were made to understand the
ways through whicfi we can help the animals. In the session it was heartening to see the
pafticipation level of the students expressing their experiences about how they have helped animals
around and why'they think it is important for us to take care of our animal friends. Each student in
the session was asked to promise that they will not hurt any animal around and be kind to animals
as much as possible' A discussion on choosing the food wisely was also conducted in which the
students were informed about the healthy eating habits and personal hygiene. overail, the session
was very fruitful and informative for the students.
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